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About This Game

Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Literature Trivia and bring your
thinking hat. Answer Literature trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value. Correct

answers lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your progress and
aim for higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple times and

completing all 25 levels with a total of 250 unique trivia questions.

Features:

3 Codebreaker Lifelines
25 Vaults to Crack(levels)

250 Unique Trivia Questions
Timer Based Questions

Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level
3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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trivia vault literature trivia

Unfair, way too many enemies at parts, which makes it almost impossible to beat. Not to mention it also looks and feels like a
flash game.. Excellent soundtrack!. Great piece of work. Considering how short the graphic novel was, I think $1,99 was a bit
pricey, although I enjoyed it.. I bought it to get the Machiko hair and all i got was the outfit, WTF?!. Way better games out there
for roughly the same price.. Run away! Glitchy. Pointless. Drull.
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Good game, but doesnt work on my new MacBook Pro made in mid 2016. The display is stuck in a unrecoverable resolution
that puts all of the user interface off screen and unavailable. I got luckhy once and managed to click what sounded like a button
(hear a little sound effect like you get when scrolling over something you can click on) and managed to change the resolution to
fit. I thought I was in luck, but alas no such luck. I quit the game after an hour playing (and REALLY liking the game), then
thinking all was well since i changed the resolution to fit it would start right up same as I last set it to. Nope. Same oversized
interface again. Couldnt get lucky off screen again, and gave up.

The developer exoplained that they are looking intio this issue with the newer MacBook Pro models. New models often have
new display needs, or settings.

That said, I would suggest if you have a MacBook Pro made in mid 2016 or newer, wait until a new update comes that addresses
the issue. This is a fun tower defense game and if I could play it, I would totally recommend it for everybody. Just not new
MBPro users, yet.

UPDATED REVIEW

Windowed mode put the game in a unresponsive state. It looked right, but did not respond to any mouse clicks. It was like
clicking on a screen shot. This game does NOT work on newer MBPs.

After seeing there was an update recently, I messaged the developer asking for clarification about the screen issues and if they
were fixed yet? I offered to help test it and buy the upodated version after it was fixed. He seemed genuinely annoyed with me.
Even told me "it works fine" & "Tough Luck". OK that was uncalled for. Failed at customer service 101

 I tried to explain that I liked the game and only wanted to help. Then long story short he finally told me (in contradiction to
earlier statements) that they "know about the problems with all their games on new MBP's" and are working on
it:steamfacepalm:. Really? OK? He couldve just told me that in the first place. I beleive in trying to help when I can and support
good development, but the BS about it "works fine" and saying "tough luck" then later contractict himself by saying they know
about the problem (remember, having just heard from the same guy it "works fine") and will update their games in a month or
so leaves a bad taste in my mouth. All I wanted to know was if or when it would be fixed, offered help, offered to purchase
again once fixed. I didnt need a rude run around.

 I was just trying to help. do NOT buy. :steambored:. on level 1.6 the game goes to fast and the carts are 2 slow so its really hard
sorry but i dont recommend this game. great game so fun to play with ur buddys. A whole lot of fun to race and hear the old V8
engines, but getting Games for Windows Live up and running is such a pain that I can't recommend the game at full price. If it's
on sale and you're willing to do a bit of tinkering, go for it. Otherwise, go for later Codemasters titles.. What the... Adventure
game? RPG? Board game? Sims like? Tabletop game? Dice game? I have no clue what this is... Maybe a mix of all these
genres? Whatever it is it's fun... Really...

Graphics are old school, washed out old style and the music fits so perfectly that it makes most other games soundtrack stand
out like a sore thumb, like Biometal on the SuperNES...

Grab it, you won't regret it.... going to be making a report to westpac and have this game reversed sale for deseptive
advertisement. not worth anything yet!
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